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About Lynna 
Lynna Sutherland is a mother of eight, always homeschooled kiddos. 
She loves encouraging moms in the freedom of homeschooling and the 
blessings of gospel-centered relationship building. Lynna writes at 
siblingrelationshiplab.com and is the host of the Sibling Relationship 
podcast. 

Key Ideas 
• Everyone has challenges with their kids in Morning Time. It’s part of normal family life. If we step 

back and evaluate the root of our Morning Time struggles we can find ways to eliminate them.  

• You don’t have to use every sibling struggle as a learning experience. There will be plenty of 
opportunities in parenting to address heart issues in our children. Sometimes, it’s better to settle the 
conflict.  

• One of the other advantages that we have in homeschooling is the ability to see each other at our 
worst. Though this isn’t easy, it’s an opportunity to learn to love others, even when they are at their 
worst. 

• You can use Morning Time to talk about heart issues with everyone outside of a specific conflict. If 
we as moms are taking the time to reflect on what is going on in our children’s hearts we can 
address those things in a non-threatening way during Morning Time. 
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Quotables 
“Not everything has to be a lesson that you take all the way to the extreme in every situation. 

Sometimes you just eliminate struggles.” 

Lynna Sutherland 
“I think if you've gotten into a rut…pull back, do as much as you can do successfully.” 

Lynna Sutherland 
“We say in homeschooling in general that you need to be a student of your child…But of course, 

that's especially true with our children in terms of their hearts.” 

Lynna Sutherland 

Time Stamps 
2:25 meet Lynna Sutherland 
5:03 what do we do about the bickering in Morning Time 
10:41 when tensions get high 
16:51 when it doesn’t feel worth it 
22:19 building relationships in Morning Time 
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